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The street theatre company EL SIDRAL was created in Lleida in 1986. The 
main aim of the company is to create interactive theatre in which the audience 
is strongly involved. 

Through their creations, the company is hoping to open the door to a magical 
joyfull world inviting the audience to enter with new eyes, becoming children 
again and forgeting about reality. 

EL SIDRAL creates plays for all audiences, roving street theatre perfomances 
and entretainment shows directed to children. 

"The coeur machine" and "The dishonests" are the most well know of their 
shows. Both premiered at Fira Tàrrega and have been performed over 150 
times, mostly in Spain and Catalunya but also abroad. 

The entretainment shows for children are “The jungleurs”, “The mad’s party” 
and “One of pirates”. 

EL SIDRAL also has indoor theatre shows: “Nora and the lost tale”, “Little red 
riding hood” and “Improssible stories”. 

Another aspect for which the company is known is for its theatrical outdoor acts 
with peculiar carachters created for special events, weddings or any other type 
of celebrations. 

EL SIDRAL has been programmed in several theatres and festivals in 
Catalonia (Fira Tàrrega, Fira Titelles in Lleida), Andorra and Spain (Festival 
Internacional de teatro de calle de Santa Maria de Paramo, FiGa Gandia, 
MOBA Festival Artes de Calle de Monzon, Festival Internacional de Teatro de 
Calle de Alcorcon FITCA and Festival Internacional Teatre al Carrer Vila-real). 

HELIKO 
SYNOPSIS 

This play tells the curious story of a family of four who carry their own home with them. 
The house is transported by Heliko which happens to be a snail. They are looking for a 
place to stay and meanwhile they will learn a lot of things about the people they meet 
and this that happen during their journey. The question is: should they stay or should 
they go?.


